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EM Sounding
• Determines electrical

structure from
inductive response.
– Is distinct from

propagative
methods (radar).

– Natural or artificial
sources.

– Many techniques.

Source

Grant and West, 1968

– Skin Depth (km) = 0.5 √ρ/f = 0.5 √T/σ
f = frequency, Hz; T = period, sec
ρ = resistivity, Ω-m; σ = conductivity, S/m
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Terrestrial Applications

• Geotechnical and Environmental
• Resource Exploration

– Mining, Oil and Gas

• Structure of the Crust and Lithosphere
• State and Composition of the Mantle.
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4 More Terrestrial Lithospheric EM
MT mapping of lithospheric
thickness in Europe ( Korja, 2007).

Cross-Sections: Red = conductive;
Blue = resistive.

Map: Magenta = thick lithosphere,
cyan = thin
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Terrestrial Mantle EM

• Mantle transition zone
contains ~0.1 wt% water
and locally may be melted

Huang et al., 2005, North Pacific Toffelmeir and Tyburczy, 2007, Tucson
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Planetary EM
• Apollo

– Transfer function between orbital
and surface magnetometers.

– Science Results: Iron content in
mantle, core radius < 400 km,
constrained deep mantle geotherm,
shallow structure consistent with
heat flow.

• Galileo
– One magnetometer in known

source field.
– Science Results: Subsurface

oceans on Europa, Ganymede,
Callisto.

Dyal et al, 1974; also see Hood and Sonett, 82

See Khurana et al., 97; Kivelson et al., 02



7 Mars EM Exploration

µHz (diurnal
period) to mHz

Lithosphere (hundreds of km)
Thermal state (joint with seismology, heat flow)

mHz - HzCrust (tens of km)
Differentiation history (joint with seismology)

mHz - kHzWater Table (kms)

Habitability, geothermal gradient (joint with heat flow)

FrequencyTarget



8 Mars Groundwater is a Near-Ideal EM Target

• Test for present existence!

Grimm, 2002Grimm, 2002

Grimm and Painter, 2009



9 Mars:  What Do We Measure?

 Solar-wind / ionosphere interaction
0.01-1 Hz.

Lightning 10-100 Hz → >kHz
• Possible S/W – mini-magnetosphere

interactions

Earth
Espley et al., 06

Ruf, Renno, et al., 09



10 Mars:  How Do We Measure It?
• Transfer Function (XF)

– One surface and one orbiting magnetometer
– Can’t do because of screening ionosphere

• Geomagnetic Depth Sounding (GDS)
– Array of magnetometers measure spatial gradients.
– 100s-km spacing likely necessary to avoid spatial aliasing.
– Can directly correlate wavelength to period for the diurnal signal

and its harmonics.
• Magnetotelluric Method (MT)

– Single-station sounding using correlation of
electric and magnetic fields.

– Horiz H ≡ current, Horiz E ≡ voltage: Ohm’s
Law R = V/I
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Sensors
• Magnetometers

– Fluxgates < 1 Hz,
Induction (Search
Coils) > 1 Hz

• Electrometers
– Response to near DC

under galvanic
coupling; capacitive
coupling requires
high-impedance
preamplifiers, circuit
shielding and guarding,
> 0.1 Hz.

THEMIS SCM Roux et al.

Balloon Electrode (top) and Ballistically Deployed
Ground Electrode (bottom); G. Delory

DTU FGM
(J. Merayo)

10 cm
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CD cover design for Zephyr Balloon
showing EM sensor booms

E1 (ballistic)

E2 (ballistic)

E3 (Basal)

FGM

SCM

Electronics



13 Summary

•  Electromagnetic sounding incorporates a range
of mature techniques used at all spatial scales in
terrestrial subsurface exploration.

• Pioneering EM soundings of the Moon and icy
satellites of Jupiter have demonstrated the
potential of these methods for planetary science.

• Natural-source EM soundings of Mars can illum-
inate the water table, crust, and upper mantle.

• High TRL sensors exist but simply have never
been flown as a subsurface sounder.


